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We consider conditions that have appeared in the literature with the purpose of defining a
“good” decomposition of a relation scheme. We show that these notions are equivalent in the
case that all constraints in the database are functional dependencies. This result solves an
open problem of Rissanen. However, for arbitrary constraints the notions are shown to differ.

I. BASIC DEFINITIONS

We assume the reader is familiar with the relational model of data as expounded
by Codd [ 111, in which data are represented by tables called relations. Rows of the
tables are tuples, and the columns are named by attributes. The notation used in this
paper is that found in Ullman [23].
A frequent viewpoint is that the “real world” is modeled by a universal set of
attributes R and constraints on the set of relations that can be the “current” relation
for scheme R (see Beeri et al. [4], Aho et al. [ 11, and Beeri et al. [7]). The database
scheme representing the real world is a collection of (nondisjoint) subsets of the
* Work partially supported by NSF Grant MCS-76-15255. D. Maier and A. 0. Mendelzon were also
supported by IBM fellowships while at Princeton University, and F. Sadri by a scholarship from Isfahan
University of Technology.
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univesal relation scheme R; each of these subsets is called a relation scheme. The
database is an assignment of relations (sets of tuples) to the relation schemes. The
database desigri problem is to pick a database scheme p = (R, ,..., Rk) with
(Jf= i R, = R, such that, informally:
(1) The “current” relation for R, which does not really exist in the database,
can be discovered from the “current” values of the Rts, which do exist in the
database.
(2) The constraints on the legal relations for scheme R can be enforced by
constraints on the relations for the Rts.
(3) The Rl’s have certain desirable properties, usually connected with the
constraints, such as lack of redundancy.
While the above notions are informal, precise definitions have been given; Beeri et
al. [4] survey these ideas. Briefly, (1) is formalized as the lossless join property of
Aho et al. [ 11, which we shall define. Item (2) is usually taken to mean embedability
of dependencies (also to be defined) as in Bernstein [lo], while (3) is taken to refer to
certain “normal forms,” as defined, for example, by Codd [ 121 and Fagin [ 14, 151.
Projections and Joins
The key assumption on which our theory of database design rests is the
formalization of “representation” by the algebraic operation of projection (see
Rissanen [ 191, e.g.). If r is a relation over set of attributes R, and S E R, then Its(r) is
the set of tuples of r with components in columns for attributes in R - S removed.
For example, if R = (A, B, C}, and r is

k-----J
A

B

C

0
2
0

1
1
3

2
3
2

then nAc(r) is
IA

C

0 2
2 3
i----l
If p = (R, ,..., Rk) is a database scheme for universal relation scheme R, and r is a
relation for R, then we use rip(r) to stand for the list (nR,(r),..., nRk(r)).
If t is a tuple, t[S] is the components of t for the attributes in set S. The (natural)
join of relations rl ,..., rk, whose schemes are R, ,..., R,, respectively, is the relation r
over scheme R = U f= i R, such that tuple t is in r if and only if for each i, 1 < i < k,
t[Ri] is in ri. We use symbol x for the join operation. Thus, if rl and rz are
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l-----l
A

B

0

1

1

3

2
1

2

then rl x rz is

Constraints and Dependencies

Often, the real world is not modeled by an arbitrary relation over the universal
scheme R, but only by a subset of the possible relations chosen to represent some
“physical constraints.” The most common sorts of constraints are functional (Codd
[ 11, 121, Armstrong [2]) and multivalued (Fagin [ 141, Beeri et al. [5], Zaniolo [25],
Delobel [ 131) dependencies. If X and Y are subsets of universal scheme R, we say
that functional dependency X-P Y holds if every relation r that is allowable as a
“current” relation for scheme R has the property that if t, and t, are tuples in r, and
t,[X] = t2[X], then t,[Y] = tz[ Y]. The multivalued dependency XY holds if for
each two tuples t, and t, in r, where tl[X] = tz[X], there is a tuple t, in r such that
tj[X] = tl[X] = tz[X], tj[Y] = tl[Y], and t3[R -XY] = t,[R -XY].
For example, if r is
ABCD

0
0
0
0

1
2
2
1

2
3
2
3

3
2
2
3

then the functional dependencies D + B, BC + D, and C -+ A are seen to hold, as do
the multivalued dependencies A - C and B - CD. We show A - C, e.g., by
observing that for each A-value (0 is the only one) the possible C-values (2 and 3)
are paired with the possible BD-values (1 3 and 2 2) in all possible ways in r.
In this paper, we shall assume that for each universal relation scheme R there is an
associated set L of legal relations for R. If we are given a set of functional and/or
multivalued dependencies D, then we let SAT(D) be the set of relations that satisfy
all the dependencies in D, and we take L = SAT(D). We use a,(L) for { xs(r) 1r is in
L} and we use n,(L), where p is the database scheme (R, ,...,RJ, for {zp(r)I r is in L].
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Lossless Joins

Often, the condition that a database scheme p = (R i ,..., Rk) represent the universal
relation, i.e., that any legal universal relation be “represented” by its projections, is
equated with the lossless join condition
for all r in L,
A test for this condition, when L = SAT(D) for a set of functional and multivalued
dependencies D, was given by Aho et al. [I].
Preservation of Constraints under Projection

The second desired property of database schemes is that if r is a relation over
universal scheme R, and p = (R, ,..., Rk) is a database scheme, then whenever the list
of relations rip(r) satisfies “projected constraints,” it follows that r satisfies the
constraints themselves. The notion of “projected constraint” is well defined for
functional and multivalued dependencies. If D is a set of such dependencies, let D+
be the closure of D, that is, the set of dependencies that follow logically from D in the
sense that in every relation r for which D holds, D+ also holds. The computation of
D+ was explained by Beeri et al. [5]. If S G R, then zs(D), the dependencies that
hold in x,(R) for every relation r that satisfies D, consists of those X-r Y and
X+-+ Y such that
1. there is some X+ Z or X+-+ Z in D+,
2. XZS, and
3.

Y=Zf-lS

(Aho et al. [ 1 I). For functional dependencies, we can always assume Y = Z.
For functional dependencies only, the dependencies in zRi(D) may be taken to hold
in R, rather than Ri, and the question of logical implication can be decided by the
techniques of Bernstein [lo], for example. However, the projection of a multivalued
dependency onto S becomes an “embedded dependency,” which, while it holds in S,
is not the same as having the same dependency holds in R. Properties of embedded
dependencies are not well understood, and it is not clear how to test for logical
implications.
In the most general case, the formalization of the condition that the projected
constraints logically imply the original constraints is as follows. Let L be the set of
legal relations for universal scheme R, and let p = (R 1,..., Rk) be a database scheme.
Then we say p preserves constraints if whenever for all i, rcRi(r) is in 7cRi(L), it follows
that r is in L.
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OF ADEQUATE

REPRESENTATION

We now turn to several conditions that appear to combine the notions of representability and constraint preservation.
Rissanen’s Approach

The first is the condition called independent components (IC) by Rissanen [ 191.
Let L be the set of legal relations for universal scheme R and let p = (R, ,..., Rk) be a
database scheme. Let P be the set of databases u = (rl,..., rk) such that
1. For some relation r (not necessarily in L), u = n,(r).
2. For 1 < i < k, ri is in zR,(L).
Obviously x0(L) G P, but the inclusion could be proper. Figure 1 shows the
relationship between these sets.
We say p is a decomposition into independent components if the following hold.
(IC 1) If u is in P, then there is at most one r in L such that, zp(r) = u.
(IC2) If u is in P, then there is at least one r in L such that rrp(r) = u.
Obviously (ICl) and (IC2) could be combined into the single statement “rr, is a
bijection from L onto P,” but we choose to write them this way for comparison with
other definitions to be made later. The motivation behind the IC conditions is that a
unique universal relation in L is represented by every member of P. In turn, P is the
set of databases that might arise in practice if we assume the database is always the
projection of a universal instance and check constraints in the relations individually,
as updates to the relations are made. That is to say, the databases that we expect to
occur are in one-to-one correspondence with the universal instances we expect to
occur, so the former can be fairly said to represent the latter.
Arora and Carlson’s Approach

A second point of view regarding adequate representation was expressed by Arora
and Carlson [3]. Their approach (suitably generalized to arbitrary constraints) is to
PROJECTION-,

FIG. I.

Diagram

of relevant

sets of relations

and PI .ojections.
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take the lossless join and constraint preservation conditions together as the definition
of an adequate decomposition. We shall relate the Arora - Carlson conditions to
independent components by showing equivalence of the above to the following two
conditions.
(ACl)= (ICl).
(AC2) If cr is in P, and z,(r) = u, then r is in L.
THEOREM

1. Conditions (AC 1) and (AC2) hold if and only if the lossless join

and constraint preservation properties hold.

(If) Suppose (ACl), which is the same as (ICl), does not hold. Then there
are ri and rz in L such that for some u in P, xp(r,) = xp(r2) = u. Let u = (ri ,..., r,J,
and )(f=, r, = r. Then r must be both rl and r2 by the lossless join condition. Thus
(AC 1) holds. Now suppose (AC2) does not hold, that is, there is a relation r, not in
L, such that x0(r) = u is in P. We then directly contradict the assumption that p
preserves constraints.
(Only if) Suppose the lossless join condition is violated. Then there is a relation r
in L such that r’ = X:= I rr,Jr) # r. It is easy to show that xR,(r’) = nR,(r). Thus,
zp(r’) = x0(r). Since r is in L, z,(r) must be in P. If r’ is not in L, we violate (AC2),
while if r’ is in L, we violate (ACl). Lastly, if constraints are not preserved, then
there is r not in L such that rrp(r) is in P, immediately contradicting (AC2). 1
Proof.

COROLLARY.

The lossless join and constraint preservation

conditions imply the

IC conditions.
Proof: (ACl) is (ICl). Suppose (AC2) holds, while (IC2) does not. For each u
in P there must be some r such that n,(r) = u. If r is in L, then (IC2) holds; if r is
not in L, then (AC2) is violated. i

The equivalence of IC and AC was shown by Rissanen [ 191 for the case that p
consists of two relation schemes, and L = SAT(D) for a set of functional dependencies D. We shall generalize this result to arbitrary numbers of relation schemes.
An Intermediate

Condition

Let us now introduce a condition that lies between the AC and IC conditions.
While the IC conditions guarantee that every database in P represents a unique
universal relation in L, we might not be able to find that relation conveniently, given
u in P. Probably the most natural way to go from u = (r, ,..., r,J in P to the instance
that it represents is to take the join of the r,‘s. However, it is conceivable that
r =)(:= I ri is not in L, yet there is still some unique r’ in L such that zp(r’) = u. We
therefore propose that a more realistic definition of adequacy for decompositions is
the following. (The same proposal was made independently by Beeri and Rissanen

[81*)
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(Jl) = (ICI) = (ACl).
(52) If u = (r , ,..., rk) is in P, then )(f=, ri is in L.
The join condition, above, has the following factors in its favor.
1. We shall show that in some cases it is more general than AC.
2. The universal instance represented by a database u in P is effectively
constructible from Q, while for IC, this may not be the case.
We shall now explore some of the elementary properties of condition J.
THEOREM

2.

(AC) impkes (J) implies (IC).

Proox Suppose (AC2) holds, but (52) does not. Then there is u = (rl ,..., r,J in P
such that r = )(f=, rl is not in L. But x0(r) = 6, so (AC2) is violated. Now suppose
(32) holds. Then r = )(f=, r1 is in L, and n,(r) = u, so (IC2) holds. u
THEOREM 3. Suppose D is a set of functional
Then (IC), (AC) and (J) are equivalent.

dependencies, and L = SAT(D).

Proof. By Theorems 1 and 2 it suffices to show that if either the lossless join or
constraint preservation properties fail to hold, then (IC) fails. Suppose first that the
set of functional dependencies D is not preserved by the decomposition
P = (R 1,***, Rk). This means that there exists some relation r not in SAT(D) such that
zR,(r) is in x,,(SAT(D)) for all i, and hence r satisfies all the dependencies II,JD). It
follows that E = (Uf=i Q,(D))+ does not contain D+. In particular, let X+ A be a
dependency in D+ that is not in E. Let Y be the set of attributes B such that X+ B is
in E. Surely X G Y and A is not in Y.
Let r,, be a universal relation with exactly two tuples. These tuples agree on all
attributes of Y and disagree on all other attributes. Then X + A does not hold in rO,
so rO is not in L = SAT(D). However, u = z,,(rO) is in P, since rO is easily seen to
satisfy all the dependencies in E. We now claim that u cannot be n,(r) for any r in L,
thus violating (IC2). For any such r must have only one symbol appearing in the
column of any attribute in Y, and it must also have two different symbols for those
attributes not in Y. It follows that r must violate X + A. This shows that (IC) implies
constraint preservation.
Now suppose the lossless join condition fails. Let r be a relation in L such that
u = n,(R) and )( u = r’ # r. If r’ is in L, ICl is violated. If r’ is not in L, constraint
preservation is violated, since u satisfies all the projected dependencies RJD). As we
just showed, this implies that IC fails. 1
COROLLARY.
There is a polynomial time algorithm to test if condition (IC) is
satisfied, if L is determined by functional dependencies.

ProoJ By Theorems 1 and 3, we have only to test the lossless join and constraint
preservation conditions. The lossless join condition can be tested in polynomial time
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by the algorithm of Aho et al. [I]. Preservation of functional dependencies is testable
in polynomial time by the algorithm of Beeri and Honeyman [a]. 1
We have mentioned that the proof of Theorem 3 does not generalize to multivalued
dependencies. In fact, we can say more: the theorem is false in this case.
Consider R = {A, B, C}, and let D consist of the one multivalued dependency
A +-+ B (which implies A - C by the complementation rule of Beeri et al. [5]). If
p = (AB, AC), th en p has the losless join property (Fagin [ 14]), and hence, as in the
proof of Theorem 1, p satisfies (ACl). However, the projected dependencies A -B
in AB and A -+-+ C in AC are trivial embedded dependencies and do not imply
A -+-+ C in ABC. Put another way, if L = SAT(D), then any relation whatsover is in
Z,,(L) and 7cAc(L). Thus membership of nAB(r) and 7cAc(r)in P surely does not imply
that I is in L. We therefore have an example where p = (AB, AC) does not satisfy
(AC). However, the join nAB(r) X ?rAc(r) musst satisfy A -B
for any relation r over
ABC, so p satisfies (J).
Weak Constraint Preservation

The example above suggests that the lossless join and constraint preservation
conditions may be too strong to characterize all desirable decompositions. In fact, if
we assume that the instance represented by a database is the join of the relations in
the database, then we should take into account the fact that there are other
constraints that must necessarily hold in the join, besides those implied by the
projected constraints.
Given a decomposition p = (R 1,,.., R,J, let FIXPT@) be the set of relations r such
that )(F=I xRi(r) = r. We relax the constraint preservation condition as follows.’
Given the set of legal relations L for universal scheme R, we say that p weakly
preserves constraints if whenever r is in FIXPT@) and for all i, n,,(r) is in n!,(L), it
follows that r is in L. We can now show that, for arbitrary L, the (J) condition is
equivalent to lossless join and weak preservation.
THEOREM
4. Conditions (Jl) and (52) hold if and only if the lossless join and
weak constraint preservation properties hold.

ProoJ (If) We have seen in the proof of Theorem 1 that the lossless join property
implies (Jl). Now suppose that x0(r) is in P. Let r’ = Xi xR,(r). Since r’ is in
FIXPT@), and nr,(r’) = x0(r) is in P, weak constraint preservation implies r’ is in L,
proving (52).
(Only if) Suppose p satisfies (J), and let r be in L. By (J2), r’ = X xp(R) is in L.
Since x0(r) = rc,,(r’), (Jl) implies r = r’, proving the lossless join property. Now let r
be in FIXPT@) and let n,(r) be in P. By (J2), X no(r) is in L. Since r is in FIXPTQ),
we have r = x0(r), proving weak preservation. 1
’ The same proposal was made independently by Beeri and Rissanen 181, who also proved results
similar to Theorems 3 and 4.
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Adequacy of 4NF Decompositions

The literature shows that certain undesirable anomalies in the updating of the
database can be avoided when the database scheme is in a normalform with respect
to the given dependencies. Progressively more general formulations of the normal
form concept are third normal form [ 121, fourth normal form (4NF) [ 14, 151 and
project-join normal form [ 151. We shall define 4NF and show that the J and IC
conditions are equivalent for 4NF decompositions. We shall also show how to test
for the J or IC conditions on a 4NF decomposition.
Suppose the set of legal relations L is defined by a set of fd’s D and mvd’s M. Let
D, = zLRi(D), Mi = rrR,(M). A relation scheme Ri is in 4NF if every mvd m E Mi is
implied (in the context of Ri) by an fd of the form X-+ Ri E Di. A database scheme p
is in 4NF if every Ri Ep is in 4NF.
We shall need some preliminary results for the proof of our theorem. The next
theorem is due to Sagiv and Fagin [21].
THEOREM 5. Let D be a set of fd’s, M a set of muds, and d a functional or
multivalued dependency. If SAT(D U M) @ SAT(d), then there exists a relation r
with only two tuples in it such that r E SAT(D U M) - SAT(d).
We define M, as the set of all mvd’s that must be satisfied by every relation in
FIXPT@). For example, for p = {AB, BC, CD}, it can be seen that MO = {B-+-+,4,
C-H

D}+.

LEMMA 1. Let r be a relation containing only two tuples. If r E SAT(M,),

then

r E FIXPT@).

Let r= {t,, t2} and p= {R ,,..,, Rk}. Suppose r & FIXPT@). Let r’ =
)(i(nRI(r)). Say t E r’ - r. Assume without loss of generality that t[R,] = t,[Ri] for
l<i<j,
t[Ri] =tz[Ri]
for j < i< k. Let S, = u=, Ri, S, = lJfzj+, R,. Then
t E ns,(r) X rrsl(r). It follows that r 66 FIXPT{S,, S,}, and hence (Fagin [ 141)
r 6Z SAT@, n-S, t) S,). However, it is shown in Mendelzon and Maier [ 181 that
S, n S, - S, is in M,, contradicting our assumption that r E SAT(M,,). m
Proof

LEMMA 2.’ Let D be a set of fds and d a functional or multivalued dependency.
FIXPT@) n SAT(D) & SAT(d), then there exists a relation r E FIXPT@) n
SAT(D) - SAT(d) such that r contains only two tuples.
If

Proof: Let M, be the set of mvd’s defined above. Since FIXPT@) E SAT(M,),
SAT(M,, U D) & SAT(d). By Theorem 5, it follows that there is a relation
r = (t,, tz} E SAT(M, U D) - SAT(d), Since r contains only two tuples and satisfies
M,, it follows from Lemma 1 that r E FIXPTQ).
1

THEOREM 6. In any 4NF database scheme, J holds t@ IC holds.
* This lemma was proved independently by Vardi [23].
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Proof: By Theorem 2, J implies IC. We shall prove that for 4 NF schemes, IC
implies lossless join and weak constraint preservation.
Suppose first that p is a 4NF database scheme satisfying IC but not weak
constraint preservation. Then there exists a relation s E FIXPT@) such that II,&)
satisfies rrR,(D) for all i, but s & SAT(M, D).
Let D’ = r,(D). The existence of relation s implies that there exists a functional or
multivalued dependency d E MU D such that FIXPT@) n SAT(D’) & SAT(d). By
Lemma 2, there must exist a relation r = {t, , tz} E FIXPT@) n SAT(D’) - SAT(d).
Let Q = xp(r). Note that o satisfies all the projected fd’s D’. Since p is a 4NF
schee, cr must also satisfy the projected mvd’s rrp(M).
We claim that there is no relation r’ E SAT(MU D) such that n,(r’) = u, violating
IC2. In proof, suppose there existed such a relation. Since r is in FIXPTQ), X o = F-.
Thus it must be the case that r’ G r. Hence r’ has no more than two tuples. On the
other hand, if r’ contains only one tuple, then so does )( u, which equals r. But this
contradicts the fact that r violates dependency d, since a one-tuple relation satisfies
every fd and mvd. It follows that r’ = r, so r’ cannot satisfy M and D.
Now suppose that lossless join fails. Let r E SAT(D U M) be such that c = n,(r),
X u = r’ # r. If r’ E SAT(D U M), then IC 1 is violated. If r’ & SAT(D U M), then
weak constraint preservation fails, since r’ E FIXPT@) and r’ satisfies all the
projected dependencies. By the first part of the proof, since weak constraint preservation fails, IC fails. I

To test whether J holds in a 4NF decomposition,

we need to determine whether

D U M guarantee a lossless join and weak constraint preservation for p. The lossless

join condition can be tested by the method of Aho et al. [ 11. Weak constraint preservation, for a 4NF scheme, reduces to the question of whether FIXPT@) n
SAT(rr,(D)) c SAT(D U M). In the terminology of Rissanen [20] (see also Beeri and
Vardi [9], Sciore [22]), this is the same as testing whether certain fd’s and mvd’s are
implied by a “join dependency” and a set of fd’s. An exponential time algorithm for
this problem was given by Maier et al. [ 161, and a polynomial time algorithm by
Maier et al. [ 171 and Vardi [23]. Note that the best known test for the lossless join in
the presence of mvd’s is still exponential in time and space (Aho et al. [ 11). Also, the
computation of the Di)s seems to require exponential time. However, if we assume
that the database scheme is the result of the decomposition process of Fagin [ 141,
and covers for the projected dependencies are given, the test can be done in
polynomial time by the algorithm mentioned above, since this process always yields
lossless decompositions.
III. OPEN QUESTIONS
There are a variety of problems suggested by the foregoing results that appear to
be quite difficult. Among these are:
1. Is (J) different from (IC) in general? We now know they are the same if the
legal relations are determined by functional dependencies, or if p is a 4NF scheme.
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Also, it is easy to show that there exist contrived L’s for which they are different.
What if L is determined by a set of multivalued dependencies, or by another type of
dependency with which we are familiar?
2. Is there an effective test for (IC) for any case but the special cases noted in
(1) above?
’
3. How do we test (AC) if the legal relations are determined by multivalued
dependencies? This is a special case of the more general problem of deciding when
embedded and full multivalued dependencies determine a full multivalued dependency, where a fulf dependency is one that applies to the universal set of attributes.
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